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Outline

 Accurate muon g-2 from muonium
• Spin-precession measurements disagree with the SM 
• Is the SM prediction well under control? 
• New test with forthcoming precision muonium spectroscopy

 Do we truly understand fundamental constants?
• New physics below affects the determination of the FCs
• Modified CODATA makes associated measurements a sensitive NP search
• Several observed inconsistencies, explained by a single new particle
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Muon(ium) g-2
muon magnetic moment below 1ppm from             spectroscopy
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The Muon g-2 puzzle

Is this really an evidence of 
BSM Physics?
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The Muon g-2 puzzle

Is this really an evidence of 
BSM Physics?

Do we really control
the SM prediction?

R-ratio method: 
[Bouchiat-Michel 1961]
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The Muon g-2 puzzle
New lattice results cast doubts

[BMW coll. Nature 593 (2021) 7857]
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The Muon g-2 puzzle
New lattice results cast doubts

Recent VEPP data 
also [CMD-3 coll. hep-ex/2302.08834]

[BMW coll. Nature 593 (2021) 7857]

CMD-3 shift
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Towards solving the puzzle

New experimental determinations
of are more than welcome!

JPARC is coming up, but like
BNL/FNAL it could be affected by 
« environmental » NP effects, 
e.g. [Davoudiasl-Szafron hep-ph/2210.14959]

[Agrawal et al. hep-ph/2210.17547]

MUonE will measure HVP directly, 
should be clean from NP, see e.g.

[Masiero-Paradisi-Passera PRD 2020]
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Towards solving the puzzle

New experimental determinations
of are more than welcome!

Muonium spectroscopy in <10yrs
will offer another test at 1ppm!

JPARC is coming up, but like
BNL/FNAL it could be affected by 
« environmental » NP effects, 
e.g. [Davoudiasl-Szafron hep-ph/2210.14959]

[Agrawal et al. hep-ph/2210.17547]

MUonE will measure HVP directly, 
should be clean from NP, see e.g.

[Masiero-Paradisi-Passera PRD 2020]
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Muonium energy levels

1S1/2

2S1/2
F=1

F=0

F=1

F=0

full angular momentum:

HFS

Hyperfine splitting (HFS) for S levels
arises from magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 

The 1S-HFS in muonium is very precisely measured:

[Liu et al. PRL 1999]

The electron spin flips in the (static) magnetic field sourced by the muon,
which lifts the degeneracy of the S state.
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Ground-state HFS theory
Rydberg constant

electron-muon
mass ratio

fine-structure
constant

nonrelativistic Fermi energy

correction
[CODATA 2018 + refs therein]

from 
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Ground-state HFS theory
Rydberg constant

electron-muon
mass ratio

fine-structure
constant

nonrelativistic Fermi energy

correction

relativistic

antimuon charge

radiative
(exact) known up to recoil

known up to 

radiative-recoil
known up to 

uncertainty

uncertainty

Z-exchange

hadronic vacuum pol.

Total TH uncertainty
dominanted by (yet) uncalculated QED 
corrections at three-loop order

[Eides-Shelyuto IJMPA 2016]

[CODATA 2018 + refs therein]

including

from 
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Ground-state HFS theory
Rydberg constant

electron-muon
mass ratio

fine-structure
constant

nonrelativistic Fermi energy

correction

relativistic

antimuon charge

radiative
(exact) known up to recoil

known up to 

radiative-recoil
known up to 

uncertainty

uncertainty

Z-exchange

hadronic vacuum pol.

Total TH uncertainty
dominanted by (yet) uncalculated QED 
corrections at three-loop order

[Eides-Shelyuto IJMPA 2016]

[CODATA 2018 + refs therein]

including

from 

Need to extract
from 
another
observable
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Alternative muon mass determination

1S1/2

2S1/2
F=1

F=0

F=1

F=0

HFS

To extract from muonium HFS, another observable is needed to fix the muon mass

The 1S-2S is the best measured Mu transition between different ’s:

[Meyer et al. PRL 2000]

The second best determination of              
is provided by the muonium 1S-2S transition

The muon mass enters as a recoil correction to all Mu energies
through the reduced mass  
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1S-2S theory
nonrelativistic energy
(including recoil)

[CODATA 2018 + refs therein]
rescaling hydrogen formulae
with the muon mass and removing
nuclear finite size and pol. effects

correction
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1S-2S theory
nonrelativistic energy
(including recoil)

[CODATA 2018 + refs therein]
rescaling hydrogen formulae
with the muon mass and removing
nuclear finite size and pol. effects

correction

electron self-E
known

(exact)
relativistic-recoil
known up to 

relativistic

vacuum pol.
known up to 

2+3 photon exchange
known up to 

radiative-recoil
known up to 

muon self-E

Total TH uncertainty
from (yet) uncalculated QED (rad-rec)
corrections at three-loop order

[Karshenboim et al. PLB 2019] 10



Least-square adjustment of muonium data
Following the CODATA procedure [see CODATA 1998]
we construct a least-square fit 
of the Mu HFS and 1S-2S transitions
to extract both and         
from spectroscopy

Using CODATA 2018 recommended values
for           and     , current Mu data yield:

larger value than Muon g-2 coll. result
but consistent w/in uncertainties

very large uncertainty (Muon g-2 coll. result is ) 
dominated by the 1S-2S measurement uncertainty

However, there is room for improvement
in muonium spectroscopy! 11



Big improvements coming up!

The Mu-MASS experiment at PSI
plans to reduce the 1S-2S uncertainty to  

[Crivelli Hyperfine Interact. 2018]

This could be further reduced to
after the High-Intensity Muon Beam upgrade at PSI 

[Kiselev et al. J-PARC symbosium 2019]

improvement!

The MuSEUM experiment
using a high-intensity pulsed
muon beam at J-PARC
will reduce the HFS uncertainty to  

[Tanaka et al. 2021]

improvement!

The linewidth can be reduced by selecting the 
« old muonium » tail (if statistics is high enough)
which could bring down the HFS uncertainty to 

Theory is expected to also improve with a complete calculation
of the 3-loop contribution in bound-state QED [Eides 2018] 12



Expected uncertainty from muonium

with official goals
of Mu-MASS/MuSEUM

assuming plausible 
future improvements
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Shedding light on Muon g-2 puzzle

A value of            at  
is not competitive to current
spin-precession measurements

However, it may help to understand
the origin of the  difference
between (R-ratio) SM and experiment

within current
technology
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BSM CODATA*

* Committee on Data for Science and Technology

Light new particles affect the determination of fundamental constants
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The precision atomic frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)
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The precision atomic frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)

QED prediction is even better:

TH uncertainty
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The precision atomic frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)

QED prediction is even better:

TH uncertainty

Direct comparison fixes the Rydberg constant:
Tiesinga et al. 
[CODATA 2018]

most precisely known
fundamental constant
in physics!

limited by proton radius
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A constellation of constants is interconnected
with other constants

Rydberg constant
hydrogen (+22 other lines)

25



A constellation of constants is interconnected
with other constants

There are tensions…

Rydberg constant
hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 
Parker et al. [2018]
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A constellation of constants is interconnected
with other constants

Rydberg constant
hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 
Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron
(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

H:2S-4P
H:1S-3S@LKBH:LS

still a proton size puzzle…
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A constellation of constants is interconnected
with other constants

Rydberg constant
hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 
Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron
(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

atomic mass
constants

cyclotron motion
or HD+ molecular lines Patra et al. [2020]
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A constellation of constants is interconnected
with other constants

Rydberg constant
hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 
Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron
(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

atomic mass
constants

cyclotron motion
or HD+ molecular lines Patra et al. [2020]

to be determined together in a global fit 
→ CODATA recommended values

https://pml.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/ 29
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CODATA 2018 (selected) values

This accuracy relies on assuming the SM!  How robust is it to BSM? 22



CODATA with light new physics

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector
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CODATA with light new physics

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials
contributing to spectral lines

hydrogen

deuterium
µH/µD

HD+

spin
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CODATA with light new physics

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials
contributing to spectral lines

hydrogen

deuterium
µH/µD

HD+

spin

One-loop correction to 
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CODATA with light new physics

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials
contributing to spectral lines

One-loop correction to 

spin

Theoretical prediction for any observable:

evaluated @LO in TH uncert. 24



Datasets

Hydrogen/Deuterium

µH/µD

ge-2,masses…
CODATA18 DATA22

including post-CODATA18 improvements from
Hydrogen, HD+, pbar-He 
µHe, ge-2 and masses

← used for validation 

25

← used for NP analysis



Benchmark NP models

Dark photon
U(1)B-L

← highlights deuterium
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Benchmark NP models

Dark photon
U(1)B-L

Higgs portal

← highlights molecules

← larger effects in muonic atoms and molecules

Hadrophilic scalar

← from nucleon form-factors

← highlights deuterium
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Benchmark NP models

Dark photon
U(1)B-L

Higgs portal

← highlights molecules

← larger effects in muonic atoms and molecules

Hadrophilic scalar
Up-Lepto-Darko-philic
(ULD) scalar

← from nucleon form-factors

← couples only to up-quark

+ dominant      decay to invisible states (see later) 

← highlights deuterium

26



The light vector case

Vectors with induce a long-range force
Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( ) 
because:

inverse Bohr radius

massless dark photon is unobservable!
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The light vector case

Vectors with induce a long-range force
Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( ) 
because:

inverse Bohr radius

massless dark photon is unobservable!

This behavior is only manifest for and                   
calculated at the same order in couplings. Otherwise:

would distinguish the photon 
from massless DP

27



The light vector case

Vectors with induce a long-range force
Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( )

inverse Bohr radius

Instead, we use a simple prescription:

with

included to all orders
by shifting
in  

deviations from either or 
can be treated as perturbations at LO
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The light vector case

Vectors with induce a long-range force
Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( )

inverse Bohr radius

Instead, we use a simple prescription:

with

included to all orders
by shifting
in  

deviations from either or 
can be treated as perturbations at LO

Hence:

or 28



CODATA as a new physics search
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CODATA as a new physics search
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CODATA as a new physics search

thanks to 
Deuterium data
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CODATA as a new physics search
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stronger sensitivity
from internuclear forces
in molecules in models
where
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CODATA as a new physics search

thanks to 
Deuterium data

stronger sensitivity
from internuclear forces
in molecules in models
where

stronger sensitivity
from muonic atoms
in models where

Data favors
for Higgs portal
and ULD scalars
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New physics significance

pull
for scalar masses around

30



New physics significance

pull
for scalar masses around

solving several tensions 
between data and SM 
with a single NP state:  

• ge-2 vs. atomic recoil
• µH vs. H (w/in CODATA18)
• CODATA18 vs. H 2S-8D

Brandt et al. [2022]
30



Non-zero Higgs Portal?
Best-fit point 

is largely excluded by 
searches
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Non-zero Higgs Portal?
Best-fit point 

is largely excluded by 
searches

The NA62 bound is driven by 
coupling to heavy quarks
through one-loop penguins

The E137 beam-dump 
bound relies on scalars
dominantly decaying to 
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Evidence for a ULD-philic scalar?
Best-fit point 

evades the NA62 bound by 
coupling only to up quarks

The E137 bound does not 
apply assuming invisible decay
dominantes ( ?)

In that case NA64 is relevant

yielding a weaker bound but
NP sensitivity not clear below MeV 

Andreev et al. [2021]
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Impact on fundamental constants

FCs can undergo huge shifts 
in the presence of NP
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Impact on fundamental constants

FCs can undergo huge shifts 
in the presence of NP

and their uncertainty significantly inflates
relative to the SM-only hypothesis 33



Do we truly know    ?
The fine-structure constant is determined
from keV-scale observables (hydrogen lines + atomic recoil)…

…which could hide the presence of 
a dark photon with 
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Do we truly know    ?
The fine-structure constant is determined
from keV-scale observables (hydrogen lines + atomic recoil)…

…which could hide the presence of 
a dark photon with 

As a result, only               is well determined

and     alone is poorly known… 
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Do we truly know    ?
The fine-structure constant is determined
from keV-scale observables (hydrogen lines + atomic recoil)…

…which could hide the presence of 
a dark photon with 

As a result, only               is well determined

and     alone is poorly known… 

( for ) 
34



Conclusions

Muonium could provide a new measurement of at 

• Improved measurements coming up (Mu-MASS@PSI+MuSEUM@JPARC)
• This requires completing the 3-loop QED calculation in Mu (underway) 

Fundamental constants are affected by light NP states

• We proposed a consistent way to modify the CODATA adjustment
• This turns high-precision spectroscopy into a new sensitive search for NP!
• Interesting interplay with kaon physics (work in progress)
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backups
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Improving 1S-2S measurement
The 1S-2S is a two-photon transition ( ) with low excitation efficiency.

To increase the transition probability, a high-power pulsed laser was used in previous experiments.
The price to pay was a broadening of the linewidth from (muon lifetime) to
and an extra systematic uncertainty from « chirping »    

The Mu-MASS experiment at PSI proposed to circumvent this limitation by using cavity-enhanced
continuous-wave excitation, together with an intense low-energy muon beam, 
thus planning to reduce the 1S-2S uncertainty to  [Crivelli Hyperfine Interact. 2018]

This could be further reduced to after the High-Intensity Muon Beam upgrade at PSI 
[Kiselev et al. J-PARC symbosium 2019]
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Improving HFS measurement
The          uncertainty can be further reduced by improving the HFS measurement

Previous measurements at LAMPF were statistics limited. 
The MuSEUM experiment using a high-intensity pulsed muon beam at J-PARC 
is expected to bring down the statistics uncertainty to  [Tanaka et al. 2021]

A reduction of systematics is also needed at this level of uncertainty. 
The dominant one is due to pressure shift from the finite gas density in the experiment.
which could be reduced by measuring the HFS in vacuum or in a gas admixture with opposite shifts. 

[Kanda et al. 2021]

Further improvements are very challenging.
A uncertainty already requires resolving the line to of the linewidth (from muon decay),
only done once in spectroscopy: the 2S-4P transition in hydrogen [Beyer et al. Science 2017]

The linewidth can be reduced by selecting the « old muonium » tail (if statistics is high enough)
which could bring down the HFS uncertainty to 
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Improving 1S-2S theory
Once experimental uncertainty is down to , the theory must be improved by a factor 

The main theory uncertainty comes from the 
uncalculated radiative-recoil terms
at three-loop QED of  

There is extra insentive to calculate them:
Once the proton radius puzzle is fully resolved, 
such terms will become the limiting factor 
to further improvements of          in hydrogen. 

Subleading uncertainty from
uncalculated recoil terms
of at three-loop QED
should also be reduced. 

should also improve by a factor few. 
The QED uncertainty in hydrogen was recently
reduced to
meaning that a three-fold improvement
is already possible relative to CODATA 2018.

[Karshenboim et al. PLB 2019]

All of the above would then allow to determine
the electron-muon mass ratio to 
thus making it a subleading source of uncertainty for 
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Improving HFS theory
The HFS theory should improve in the meantime by a factor           .

The required QED calculation is currently being done, with a goal of . 
This is motivated by the upcoming MuSEUM measurement,
aiming at a reduced uncertainty of and thus of in future Fermilab/J-PARC runs. 

[Eides 2018]

To this level the uncertainty is only limited by uncalculated terms in QED.
(The HVP uncertainty is , still subdominant.)
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New physics contamination
The extraction of           from spectroscopy is somehow indirect
since it assumes that the muonium theory follows from QED.

As one popular interpretation of the current puzzle 
is the existence of new physics, an immediate question is:
Could NP contaminate the muonium lines used to extract ?

If NP only to muons, muonium theory is unchanged.
An additional coupling to electrons is constrained by
the th/exp agreement for electron g-2,
and astrophysics from stellar cooling.

We addressed the question by assuming
the existence of the new boson (scalar or vector) 
with a muon-coupling that resolves the muon g-2 puzzle
and a free coupling to electrons
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Maximal NP effects in muonium

Except a small range of NP mass around
possible NP effects are sufficiently constrainted to below the expected Mu-MASS/MuSEUM uncertainty.
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